Student Name___________________________________________

Teacher __________________________________

Kindergarten Winter
Holiday Bingo Challenge
Learning is FUN! Complete as many learning activities as you can over the winter break. Ask an adult to
initial each box once completed. Then return the Bingo Challenge and evidence to your teacher.

B
After reading a book
with your child, ask
them to retell it back
to you. Make sure
they include
characters, settings
and major events.
Use objects to show
this addition situation:
The children made 3
small snowballs and 2
large snowballs. How
many snowballs did
they make? ______

Alphabet Books
Make a book that has a
page for each letter of the
alphabet. Your child can
draw or find a picture for
each letter and paste it on
the page. Read the book
from time to time.

Count to 100 by tens.

Visit the library.
Let your child pick
out a book to read to
you.

I
Look at a calendar
and count the days in
December.
How many days are
there? __________

Play a board game
with your child!
Any board game is
great for early
literacy as it involves
oral language.

N
Arrange and count
17 objects.
Then, arrange them
differently and count
them again.
Draw a picture to
show this subtraction
situation:
There were five snow
people. Two of them
melted. How many
are there now?

G

O

Make a shopping list!
Give your child their
own notepad and
pen and have them
make a shopping list.

Make something
from paper. Notice
how crumpling,
rolling, tearing,
cutting or smashing
changes the shape of
the paper.

Create building
ramps from boxes or
blocks. Explore how
different objects
move on and off the
ramps.

Start at 7 and count
to 20 out loud.

Draw a picture to show
this subtraction
situation:

Read to your child daily
and talk about it!

4 cookies were on a
plate. Someone ate 3
of the cookies. How
many cookies are left?

Talking about what you
read is another way to
help children develop
language and thinking
skills

Draw and label a
picture of something
that moves slow.

Find 4 things that are
shaped like a square.

Make Words
Make magnetic letters
available and play with
them on a surface such
as the refrigerator.
Spell simple words for
your child and have
him or her repeat
them.

Observe the weather
outside and describe
it to someone.

Play a game that
requires counting
skills.

Start at 12 and count
to 50 out loud.

Make up an addition
story and show it
with objects.

Describe an example
of something that
moves from a push.

Nursery Rhymes
Read, sing, or say
nursery rhymes from
your childhood. Point
out the parts that
rhyme or have words
you like to say or hear.

